
case study

SmartDok
the most widely used software

in the Norwegian construction industry



Multiple disjointed systems 
waste contractors’ time and 
decrease construction efficiency

Registering arrival on site


Recording working hours


Receiving and completing tasks


Managing equipment and tools


Monitoring materials and 
resources


Finances and payroll



SmartDok saves workers’ time 
by joining all systems in one 
mobile application

The application consists 
of 10 essential modules 
which can be added 
or removed on demand

SmartDok can be tailored 
to the specific needs of 
every construction 
company

10 modules

Customizable



SmartDok has all the features 
required at a construction site

Geofence check-in


Work time tracking


Equipment 
management


Electronic crew lists


Inventory 
management


Task assignment 
and tracking


SMS and email 
notifications

Tool and equipment 
availability, project 
assignment, 
maintenance 
requirements


Resource and material 
consumption, 
transportation and 
reserves tracking


Integration with Triple 
Tex, Power Office, 
Visma Net, and other 
financial systems



Vector Software completed 
the full development cycle

of the SmartDok system

Vector Software advised SmartDok on 
technologies and practices to achieve their 
project goals

The team provides support and implements 
new features

Post-development support
The team built and extensively tested the 
solution to prepare it for the market

System development and testing

We formed a team that designed and 
created the first prototype of the SmartDok 
system

Software prototypingIT consulting



Technologies used

ASP.NET MVC 


Xamarin 


MS SQL 


JavaScript


Kendo UI


SQL 


SVN 


Git 


Vue JS


Apollo 


GraphQL



The system is used daily

by 65,000 contractors 
in over 2,500 construction companies



SmartDok sets the standard 
for stable growth

30% annual growth in the past 
10 years


Among Norway’s fastest growing 
and most successful companies 
since 2012


50 employees and ~$10 million 
revenue in 2020


Entrepreneur of the year award 
(2015/2016)


ELITE award for Growth Strategy 
of the year (2016/2017)



Book an intro call today 
to tell us about your project 
and hear more about our capabilities

sales@vector-software.com
+38 068 456 90 04
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Let’s build something amazing!


